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Ellenborough, had at first no design beyond the safe withdrawal
of the " illustrious garrison " and the force at Candahar, leaving
British men and women prisoners in Afghan hands and British
honour trailed in the dust. Fortunately George Pollock, the
cool-headed and resolute commander of the relieving army now
collecting at Peshawar, had other and less timid views. Owing
to the low morale of many of his regiments, and the difficulty of
collecting sufficient supplies, it was April before he could force
his way through the Khyber Pass and effect his junction with
Sale at Jellalabad. Akbar's investment of the latter place had
been neither incessant nor vigorous, the greatest danger to the
garrison having been from an earthquake which overthrew all
their defences, and a few days before Pollock's arrival the
Afghan besieging army had been totally defeated by a sortie.
A long pause of four months now ensued, while the Governor-
General was debating in his own mind and discussing with his
funerals the alternative policies of advance to Cabul to restore
ritish prestige, and evacuation of the country. In the end he
left the choice to Pollock and Nott as to whether they would
retire " by way of Cabul ", which they eagerly decided to do,
Accordingly this strange " retreat " was commenced both from
Jellalabad and Candahar in August. The hostile forces who
endeavoured to oppose Pollock were handsomely beaten at
Tezin, and Nott in his turn defeated his immediate adversaries
south-west of Ghazni. On September 15 Pollock, anticipating
his colleague by a few hours, took possession of the capital city,
which thus fell for the second time in three years into our hands;
and suitable vengeance was taken for our previous humiliations
and disasters. Ellenborough was in no way inclined to repeat
the errors of his predecessor by sanctioning any prolonged stay
in Afghanistan, and by the end of 1842 the victorious armies
were back once more in British territory. The hapless Shah
Sooja having been assassinated some time before, there seemed
no better solution to the question of the succession to the
throne than the restoration of the deposed Dost Mahomed.
To him was therefore generously given back what we should
never have taken from him.
The disasters of the first Afghan War dealt to our arms a
blow the echo of which resounded throughout India and the
East; but that they were at all possible must be attributed
rather to the faults of the political authorities and the higher
command than to any decline in the fighting value of the troops,
who nobly redeemed their tarnished reputation under Pollock,
Nott^and Sale. The political objects of the war, however,
remained even in the end unachieved, and indeed its result was
on the whole rather disadvantageous to us than otherwise.

